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1. INTRODUCTION 

By the eonventional t r ea tme n t l s e e . r e f s . [1, ~J) there should 

exist one-, two- and three-phonon states in cioubly even spherieal 

and deformed nuelei. A large number of two-phonon eofleetive states 

was observed experimentally in spherieal nuelei. It has been bel i eved 

for a lon~ time [3] that searce information on two-phonon states 

is caused by the difficulties in dctecting two-phonon states in 

deformed nuclei as they should be at energies where there are many 

two-quasiparticle and one-phonon states apart from a large number 

of rotational states. 

The quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model [4 -6J was applied [7-10} 

to study the influence of the Pauli principIe in the two-phonon 

components of the excited state wave functions. Ihe inclusion of 

the Pauli principIe decreases the contribution of the terms of the 

secular equation which are partially violated by the Pauli prin

cipIe and shifts the two-phonon poles. According to the calcula

tions of ref.[lO],in spherical nuclei the inclusion of the Pauli 

principIe in the two-phonon components of the wave functions does 

not lead in most of the cases to a considerable shift of energies 

and to the change of the structure of several first 2+, 3- and 

4+ states. In deformed nuclei, taking into account the Pauli prin

cipIe in the two-phoncn eomponents of the w~ve functions leads to 

a large shift of two-phonon poles [7] ~nd thus to a large increase 

of energy centroids of the two-phonon collective states [9). Due to 

a large density of the states of doubly even deformed nuelei at 

energies higher than 3 MoV, tho two-phon nn rnll~ctlv~ ~tntQ 

strength should bc dJatributod CfrORmonrod) Ovar mnny nuclnDr lo-

ve l s . "On this bnf\111 ir had hoco 'Hprou [li] t hu t \'o]]tll'flvn I~lh 

phonon s t a t ea canno t oJ<l11' In li"' '(lei rllll I [lI I 
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According to the Bohr-Mottelson model and its micros copie 

analog [1,11, 12J, dynamic deformation theory [13], self-consistent 

collective coordinate method [14], multiphonon method [15J, in

teracting boson model [161 and other phenomenolo.gical models, .the 

deformed nuclei should contain two-phonon eollective states. 

Sueh an essential difference between the ~tatements eoncer

ning the existence or nonexistence of collective two-phonon states 

in deformed nuclei in different model~ forces to discuss this problem. 

2. DESCRIPTION DF TWO-PHONON STATES 

Let us consider how the two-phonon collective states in well 

deformed nuclei-are described in various fiodels. Phonons are defi

ned by quantum numbers(~t~) where À is multipolarity, ~ is its 

projection, i=1, 2, 3, ... is the secular equation root number in 

the random phase appro*imation. 

According to the interacting boson model (IBM), at double 

or spmewhat higher energies of the first K~ = 2~ states,there 

should be states with K~=O+ and 4+ with the dominating two-boson 

(or two-phonon) components in their wave functions. A further im

provement of the model D6} by introducing the g boson does not 

ehange this situation essentially. Thus, by the sdg IBM [163 , in 

168Er the first K~=4~ state has a dominating two-boson component. 

Obviously, an essential modification of the IBM is needed to shift 

the states with K~=O+and 4+with the dominating two-boson eomponents. 

Ihe pro~lem of two-phonon states is basic in compa~ing the IBM with 

the QPNM [17]. 

Based on the assumption that two-phonon states exist, attempts 

were made in refs. [12,141 to explain a large anharmonicity of r 
vibrations in 168Er. The absence of two-phonon states, K~=O+ and 4+ 

of the type (221,221) at double energies of f-vibrational (221) 

sta~es in 168 Er is thought to be an exception to the general rule. 
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A large anharmonicity was associated with a stable ~-deformation 

of 168 Er. According to the calculations by the self-consistent col

~ective coordinate method [14], minimum o f the total 168Er en~rgy 

was obtained at f o =13 0 and the differencé in energy in comparison 

with t =0 is equal to 1 MeV. Note tnat the calculations of the form 

of 168 Er by the shell correction method indicate the softness of 

t he nucleus wi th respect to f -defonnation whereas the energy minimum 

is achieved at ~ =0. According to the calculations [141 , the ener
, .;r +	 + _ 

gies of two-phonon states K =4 and O of the type (221,221) are 

equal to 2.25 MeV and 2.95 MeV. The inclusion of the mode-mode 

coupling reduces the energies of two-phonon states (221,221) with 
ll=4+

K up to 2.1 MeV and with K1l"=O+up to 2.27 MeV. It is to be no t e d

that the mode-mode coupling is much simpler than the quasiparticle-

phonon interaction in the QPNM. 

The multiphonon method [15J was applied ~o describe two-phonon 

states in 168 Er. In ref. [15) the consideration is limited by pho

nons of the same type,namely (221), in the Tamm-Dancoff approxima

tion and the Pauli principIe is taken into account exactly. Taking 

into account multiphonon components of the wave functions it was 

obtained th a t the two-phonon states (221,221) are at the energies 
T +" 1T

K =4 2.24 MeV and K =0 2.~lS MeV. rh~se results are close to those 

ob t a i n'ed in r e f . [14] -by the self-consistent coUective coordinate 

method. In refs. (14,15J for the two-phonon statest(4+)<~(0+) 

whereas in the quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model the inverse 

inequality t (4+»l(0+) takes place for the energy centroids since 

the effect of the Pauli principIe for the sum of K-values is much 

larger than for the difference. The main shortcoming of the methods 

[14,15] in describing 168Er .is t h-e restriction-of the consideration 

to r -vibrations wi thout coupling to other degrees of freedom. 

Therefore, they cannot describe ~foperly the fragmentation of two

phono'n s ta te s . l ' 
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Within the multiphonon	 method Il~] it;was attempted to explain 
v +

the abs~nce of two-phonon oçtupole states K =0 (301,301) ~nd others 

in the actinide region. Thus, ~-vibrational (201) and octupole 

(301) phonons were taken into account; the energies of the two

phonon K~=0-(301,201), O~(301,301) states and the probabilities 

-'I ~\(, -of E1 and E2 transitions to the ground and one-phonon (301) and
.,1 \' 

(201) states were calculated. The two-phonon states were obtained 

at	 1.78, 1.80 and 1.91 MeV, i.e. at energies larger than the sum 

of two-phonon energies. In these calculations r-vibrational (221) 

and octupole (311) and (321) phonons as well as other degrees of 

freedom were neglected. Therefore, the assertion about the exis

tence of two-phonon 

It is now well 

states of deformed 

1.7-3.0 MeV in the 

states is groundless. 

understood that to describe the structure of 

nuclei with the excitation energy 2-3 MeV (or 

actinide region) one should take into account 

a large number of degrees of freedom, i.e. the coupling of many 

one-, two- and three-phonon states. 

In describing low-Iying nonrotational states of deformed 

nuclei in the quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model, the wave func

tion is taken as a sum of one-phonon components 

Lf. (K 1ttJ ) = {r. RCI 
Q~	 + L jJ,À,}J'L/ (n) Q~ Q. .} lf ( 1) 

on itJ lO )o}JoLo	 l/jJ,L, ~l}'lll. J 1)lIL 7 Jzfzlz o ,
 

Àlflll~
 

where Q~i is the phonon creation operator and 'fõ/ is the ground 

st~te wave function. Usually 10 one-phonon and 100-200 two-phonon 

terms are used. According to the calculations [~ ,the energy cent

roids of the two-phonon states 0+(201,201), 0+(221,221))_0+(301,30 11 

4+(221,221) and others are in the interval (2.5-4.5) MeV. Thus, ac

cording to ref. [181 the wave functions of the s~tes with K~=4+ 

with an energy up to 2 MeV in the rare-earth region have one domi
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nating one-phonon hexadeeapole (441 or 442) eomponent and the two

phonon admixture (221,221) not exeeeding 10~. 

Obviously, the eentroid energies of the two-phonqn states are 

somewhat overes t mat ed- in the ealeulations [9] . If the ealeulationsí 

are performed in a large spaee of single-partiele states, then a 

eorreet deseription of the K:=2;, o; and O~ energies provides 

somewhat overestimated B(E2)- and B(E3)-values, but not 50 over

stimated B(E2)-values as in ref. [121 . Taking into aeeount the 

interaetion in the partiele-partiele ehannel, under a proper 

ehoiee of the eonstant one ean obtain a good deseription of the 

\ + + energies and B(E,\ )-values for the first 2 0 and 0 states. In1, 1 1 
this case, the energy eentroids of the two-phonon eolleetive states 

deerease. The position of the energy eentroids of two-phonon s~ates 

is exp~et~~ ~o be not ~cry ~ue~ influeneed by the three-phonon. 

terms of the wave funetions. 

The fragmentation of two-phonon states has not yet been eal

eulated within the quasipartiele-phonon nuclear modelo By the eal

eulations [91 the eoneentration of the two-phonon strength on one 

leveI is (50-80)~. To dcse~ibe the fragmentation of two-phonon 

states the wave funetion l 1) ~hould be adde~ by three-phonon terms 

and a far larger number of one-phonon states sh~uld be taken into. 
aeeount. It is obvious that the inelusion of three-phonon states 

and the extention of the spaee of one-phonon states will enhanee 

the fragmentation of two-phonon states. Therefore, the eonelusion 

on the absenee of two-phonon eolleetive states remains valido 

3. ARE THERE COLLECTIVE TWO-PHONON STATES IN DEFO~IED NUCLEI? 

In 1980 the analysis of the experimental data enabled the 

authors o f re f. [19} to make t he cone 1us i on that the re were no reliable 

data on two-phonon eolleetive states in deformed nuelei. Let us 

dis;uss how the situation ehanged sinee then. 

Mueh attention was paid to 168 Er that was studied in detail 

experimentally [20-231. In theoretieal papers [11,12,15,161 i t is 

assumed that the state with K:=4; and energy 2.056 MeV is a two

phonon state of the type (221,221). However, the two-phonon strue

ture of this state is not verified experimentally. Moreover, aeeor

H ding to ref. [23],this state is well e:iceited in the (J..,cC) reaetion, 

B(E4)=0.6 s.p.u., 'whieh indieates a large one-phonon (441) eompo

nent in its wave funetion. There are no experimental data on the 
W=0+(221existenee of the two-phonon states K ,221)' ar r.~-~+~201 ,201;. 

It ean be stated that the existenee of quadrupole two-phonon states 

in 168Er is still an open problem. 

Consider now whether two-phonon oetupole states with K~=O+ 

(301,301) exist in the Th and U isotopes. Doubly even isotopes of 

Ra, Th and U eontain low-lying states with r~K=1-0. Starting from 

ref. [2~], these states are> treated as oetupole vibrational states 

(301). In reeent years, the ,experimental measurements indieate a 

stable oetupole deformatio~ in the ground and low-lying states in 

>orne Ra and Pa isotopes and in the high-spin states of doubly even 

Ra and Th isºtopes. On the other hand~ it is experimentally deter

mined that there is no oetupole deformation in the ground states 

of 2]ORa [25], 231 Th and other nuelei. Aeeording to the ealeula

tions, there is no stable oetupole deformation in nuelei with A7228. 

Therefore, there arises a question why the two-phonon 0+(301,301) 

states are not observed in 228,230,232 Th and 230,232~234,238U? 

By ref. [26] ,the two-phonon 0+(301,301) state is abs;ent in 228'Th. 

There are no inoieations [271 of the existenee of two-phonon eol

leetive states in ~34U an~ other isotopes of Th and U [28). 

The problem of absenee of the two-phonon 0+(301,301) states 

in the Th and U isotopes remains to confront the mieroscopic ana

I} log of the Bohr-Mottelson model, the interaeting boson model and 

other phenomenologieal models. It is to be explained why the 
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0+(301,301) states are absent in the nuclei where there is no 

stable octupo~e deformation in the ground ~nd low-lying states. 

The multiphonon method was applied to calculate the two-phonon 

0-(301,201), O+(ZOl,ZOl) and 0+(301,301) states in 234U from which 

intensive El and EZ transitions should proceed to the one-phonon 

0-(301) and O+(ZOl) states. However, neither in ref.[Z71 nor in 

other papers	 there are indications of the existence of such two-

phonon states at the energies 1.7-2.0 MeV in 234 U. 

There are no	 experimental data in two-phonon collectíve sta

tes On deformed doubly even nuclei. Thus, the experimental data do 

not contradict the assertion, made from the calculations within 

the quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model, on the absence of two-pho

non collective states in deformed nuclei. 

4. CONCLUSlON 

The existence	 or nonexistence of two-phonon collective states' 

in deformed nuclei is the central problem from the point of view 

of elucidating the structure of low-lying states. This yroblem is 

to	 be solved by experimenters. T~erefore, there is a great need 

fo~ experiments On searching for two-phonon collective staies in 

deformed nuclei. 
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COJIOBhen B.f.	 E4-87-795 
O KOJIJIeKTHBHblX P;BYXcPOHOHHbIX COCTOHHHHX 
B p;ecPOpMHpOBaHHbm Hp;paX 

P aCCMOTpeHbl TeOpeTH'lleCKHe Me TOP;bl onacanna P;BYXcPOHOHHbIX 
KOJIJIeKTHBHbIX COCTOHHHH B p;ecPopMHpOBaHHbm azrpax H YKa3aHO 
ua HX CJIa50CTh. IIpOBep;eHHbIH aHaJIH3 3KcrrepHMeHTaJIbHhIX p;aH

HbIX cBHp;eTeJIbCTByeT 06 OTCYTCTBHH TBepp;o YCTaHOBJIeHHhlX.1\ 
3KcrrepHMeHTaJIbHO KOJIJIeKTHBHblX P;BYXcPOHOHHbIX COCTOHHHH. YT
Bep~aeTcH,	 'llTO Borrpoc O cy~ecTBoBaHHH HJIH Hecy~ecTBoBaHHH 

KOJIJIeKTHBHblX P;BYXcPOHOHHbIX COCTOHHHH HBJIHeTCH u;eHTpaJIbHblM 
P;JIH rrOHHMaHHH CTpYKTYPbl B036y~eHHbIx COCTOHHHH. YKa3hI
BaeTCH Ha He06xop;HMOCTb 3KcrrepHMeHToB rro rroHcKY P;BYXcPO
HOHHWX COCTOHHHH. 

Pa60Ta BWrrOJIHeHa B ITa60paTopHH TeOpeTH'lleCKOH cPH3HKH 
OI15II1. 

Ilpenpanr ü6õe.n;HHeHHOrO HHCTHTYTa anepasrx accnenoaaaaã, ny6Ha 1987 

Soloviev V.G. E4-87-795 
On Collective Two-Phonon States

\1 in Deformed Nuclei 

Theoretical methods for describing two-photon collec
tive state~ in deformed nuclei are treated. 'The analysis 
of the experimental data indicates that collective two
phonon states have not yet been determined experimentally. 
Whether collective two-phonon states exist or not i~ sta
ted to be the central p!oblem for understanding the struc
ture of exci~ed states. The necessity for searching two

ÇI 

phonon states is pointed out. 

The investigation ~as been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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